D.A.V. Police Public School,
Gurugram
If children can’t come to school to learn, Let’s take the school to their homes.
The war against Corona Virus is getting prolonged which has put a halt to the
learning system of over 250 million students in schools and millions in the colleges
and universities. All the malls, theatres, markets and entertainment spaces have been
shut down for an indefinite time on the account of social distancing to contain the
epidemic.
But nothing can stop our champions to learn as teachers are away but their teaching
is not….. We at D.A.V believes that difficult times and challenges are sent not to
destroy you but to promote, increase and strengthen you. One should be always
prepared to grab challenges as opportunities. And here we are…..
With an aim to be at par with the 21st century educational techniques , D.A.V.P.P.S
teachers are resorting to virtual classes to ensure completion of syllabus through a
number of methods such as videos, PPts, assignments , worksheets etc. Online
sessions using zoom are being conducted and students have been asked to remain
online during school hours. Their presence is being tracked using ‘Attendance
Tracker App’.
Students are thoroughly enjoying the sessions and feeling delighted to be a part of
these classrooms. Digital learning provides different opportunities to make learning
more fun and enjoyable in term of teaching same things in new way.
It is a convenient and accessible way where teachers can interact with their students
online from home and it will definitely give dimension to the new educational
system.
We are highly thankful to all our parents for their kind support and cooperation
towards contributing their time and efforts in order to make our students learn
effectively. We appreciate your efforts and seek the same in our future endeavor
also.
D.A.V Police Public School is and will try to take all necessary and effective steps
to help students streamline their studies and achieve their goals.
As the saying goes ‘difficult roads often lead to beautiful destinations. And we firmly
agree to it. Hoping for the best and praying for the safety of all humans, we pledge
to serve our country in the best possible way.

